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GATEWAY to Latin America.
CROSSROADS to the World.

You’re in Good Company in Miami.

• 8,000 Life Science & Health Care Companies
• Beckman Coulter
• Medtronic Latin America
• Terumo Latin America
• MindRay
• Cordis
• Plus, leading research universities and top-ranked hospitals

We invite you to learn how you can be part of this success.
Jaap Donath, Ph.D.
+1.305.579.1376
www.beaconcouncil.com
November 16, 2015

Dear MEDICA Guests:

Thank you for your interest in the great State of Florida. Our state offers all of the resources necessary for companies to grow and be successful. The state’s pro-business climate is among the best in the nation – ranked as the second best business state in the United States by Chief Executive Magazine – with low corporate taxes, zero personal income tax, and a highly-skilled and diverse workforce. Since December 2010, Florida has added more than 896,900 private-sector jobs and the state’s private-sector job growth rate, now at 3.9 percent, has exceeded that of the nation since April 2012.

From biotechnology and pharmaceuticals, to medical device manufacturing and healthcare, Florida is a great place for your business to grow. Florida is home to more than 1,100 biotech, pharmaceutical, and medical device companies; and a foundation of more than 46,000 healthcare establishments. Florida is second among states for FDA-registered medical device manufacturing facilities and more than $1.2 billion is spent annually on life sciences research and development by Florida universities.

Florida truly is the best state in the nation to do business, and we hope you consider the Sunshine State when selecting a location for your next facility.

Sincerely,

Rick Scott
Governor
Florida is home to some of the nation’s most highly regarded research centers.

More than 1,100 biotech, pharmaceutical and medical devices companies are located in Florida.

For More Information:
enterpriseflorida.com/lifesciences
Florida has more than **46,000** healthcare establishments.

Florida ranks #1 in FDA applications of medical devices.

Florida ranks 2nd for FDA registered medical device manufacturing facilities.
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Visit us in the Florida Pavilion at Medica 2015 or online to learn more...

+1 (727) 507 - 7655
WWW.BIODERMINC.COM

Advanced technologies for catheter securement & infection prevention

Key Benefits:
- Made in the USA
- One Size Fits All
- Gentle, skin friendly
- Replaces multiple products & simplifies purchasing
- Improves patient satisfaction

Distribution Opportunities Available!

“In 30 years of practice I've never seen a better solution to manage men’s urinary incontinence. I highly recommend it.”
~ Dr. Fernando D. Borges, MD, Board Certified Urologist, FACS

“My skin was happy for the first time in 5 years. They don’t cause itching, or pain. They are sturdy and they didn't fall off and the clasps don’t break no matter how many times you open and shut them.” ~ Kelly I., CathGrip user

Visit us in the Florida Pavilion at Medica 2015 or online to learn more...

+1 (727) 507 - 7655
WWW.BIODERMINC.COM
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### SafeTClip™

**Safety Hypodermic Needle**

For use with any standard Luer Lock or Luer Slip Syringe

- High Quality, Detachable Universal Needle
- Bevel-Up orientation
- Safety cover ISO colour coded
- Secure-Lok™ system at base
- Double locking clips over Needle
- Single Handed Activation
- Available as Safe-T-Clip Needle or with syringe option

Visit us at Hall 16 | Stand C01 | Booth 28 for further information.

**Designed to Safeguard against the hazard of Needlestick Injury**

- Double Locking Clips over Needle
- with Secure-Lok™ Enhanced Locking System

Proudly delivered by: **Medical Safety Innovations LLC**

a division of Méter Medical Limited

T: +1 904 314 4978    T: +1 904 477 1043
E: info@medsafeinnov.com

[WWW.METIERMEDICAL.COM](http://WWW.METIERMEDICAL.COM)
Airon Corporation is dedicated to the development, manufacture and distribution of pneumatic respiration products for emergency and critical care. Airon’s core products are ventilators and CPAP systems for use in Hospitals, air transport and Emergency Medical Systems. These ventilators and CPAP devices are ideal for disaster preparedness and transport of critically ill patients. All products are fully MRI compatible. Our pNeuton Ventilators have been in clinical use since 1986. See the rugged versatility and wide patient range that makes pNeuton the most comprehensive choice in transport ventilation.

Please ask us about our multiple international distribution opportunities.
AOTI, Inc.  
Hall 16  
Stand C05

4647-4651 NW 103rd Ave.  
Sunrise, Florida 33351 USA

Qualtech House  
Parkmore Business Park West  
Galway, Ireland

Phone: +353 91 660 310  
Fax: +353 1 684 9936  
Email: sales@aotinc.net

Contact: Dr. Mike Griffiths, CEO & President  
Email: mike.griffiths@aotinc.com

www.aotinc.net

Product/Service
AOTI is focused on providing and developing our patented non-invasive Topical Wound Oxygen (two2™) therapy products that both reduce healthcare costs, and improve patient’s quality of life by resolving debilitating chronic wounds. Our products are small, easily transportable and available in reusable and single-use models, allowing for application of the treatment at virtually any care site, from the hospital to the patient’s home. These unique products now mean that any wound care patient at virtually any location can receive targeted therapy and long sought after “complete wound closure”. 
Apira Science, Inc. is a global leader and decade-plus pioneer in Low Level Light Therapy (LLLT) for hair and skin and is creator of the iGrow Hair Growth System and iDerma Facial Beautification System.

The iGrow Hair Growth System is a home use wearable, hands-free device for the treatment of thinning hair that has been clinically proven to promote hair growth in both men and women. iGrow is FDA cleared and uses Low Level Light Therapy (LLLT) to stimulate cellular activity and improve the natural function of the hair follicle. Unlike pharmaceuticals and topicals, the iGrow reverses hair loss with no side-effects. It is simple to use, fully portable and compatible with worldwide voltages.

The iDerma Facial Beautification System provides wearable, hands-free photofacial treatments at home to enhance overall skin condition, diminish the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles and make skin look more supple and radiant. iDerma utilizes a combination of red and infrared LEDs and patented Derma Pulse Technology™ to help reverse the visible signs of aging by stimulating deep cellular regeneration, leaving the skin looking more refreshed, toned and clear within only a few weeks.
Endoscopy Replacement Parts, Inc.

25430 NW 8th Lane, Suite 100
Newberry, Florida 32669  USA

Phone:  +1 (352) 472-5120
Fax:  +1 (352) 472-5125
Contact:  David Bello, President
Email:  david@endoscopeparts.com

www.endoscopeparts.com

Product/Service
Endoscopy Replacement Parts, Inc. is a full service precision manufacturing facility specializing in the development of the highest quality flexible and rigid Endoscope replacement parts available today. Our products include Insertion Tubes, Coil Pipe Assemblies, Eyepieces, Biopsy Channels, Repair Tools, C-Covers, Air Water Nozzles, Leak Test Equipment and many other endoscope repair parts. Using the latest in 3D design, reverse engineering, and manufacturing technology, we strive to deliver superior products, meet and exceed customer expectations, and build long lasting business relationships.
Excite Medical will manufacture and distribute state of art non-surgical spinal decompression machines treating Lumbar and Cervical regions of the spine. The spinal decompression devices will be created to assist health care providers in their effort to treat low (lumbar) back pain.

The lumbar spinal decompression equipment provides a primary treatment modality for the management of pain and disability for patients suffering with incapacitating low back pain and sciatica. The system was designed to apply spinal decompressive forces to compressive and degenerative injuries of the spine. It has been found to provide relief of pain and symptoms associated with herniated discs, bulging or protruding inter-vertebral discs, degenerative disc disease, posterior facet syndrome, and sciatica.

Currently Excite distributes devices in use in over 45 countries. Distribution opportunities available in many major countries. Come visit our booth and experience genuine integrity in the life sciences arena.
Genadyne Biotechnologies is a US based developer and manufacturer of negative pressure wound therapy systems, including disposable and manual NPWT units and wireless telemedicine solutions for wound care.

A support surface division with non-powered and powered pressure relieving therapeutic surfaces. Genadyne also offers a complete full line of wound healing products including collagen and alginate dressings to advance bio cellulose wound matrix systems, that are posed to change the landscape of patient care.

Genadyne’s woman’s health division (Lucina Care) introduces the worlds most advanced multiuser hospital grade breast pump that fits in the palm of your hands.
GENICON is recognized as an emerging leader in the design, production, and distribution of patented surgical instrumentation focused exclusively within the field of laparoscopic surgery. Founded in 1998 and based in Orlando, Florida, GENICON is a privately held firm in which several of our shareholders are surgeons who utilize our products. We are an ISO 13485 Certified and Registered firm which is regulated by the U.S. F.D.A. of which our entire product offering is market approved. Our growing company is driven to meet the needs of modern-day healthcare through the harmonization of clinical needs and the economic demands of a diverse and dynamic global healthcare system.

Product concepts and ongoing development originate from a distinguished panel of surgeons within the company’s Clinical Product Review Board. The panel includes General, Gynecologic, Urologic and Pediatric Surgeons who provide insight to product design that will meet the needs of our global surgeon client base. Our Research & Development team, comprised of mechanical and electrical engineers, is richly experienced in medical device design and manufacturing, and brings these concepts to reality.
Gulf Fiberoptics, Inc.  

Hall 16  
Stand C05  

448 Commerce Boulevard  
Oldsmar, Florida 34677 USA  

Phone: +1.813.855.6618  
Fax: +1.813.855.6627  

Contact: Patrick Bennetts, President/CEO  
Email: patrick@gulffiberoptics.com  

Contact: Sales and Customer Service  
Email: sales@gulffiberoptics.com  

www.gulffiberoptics.com  

Product/Service  
Gulf Fiberoptics is the premier fiber optic manufacturing company in the United States. We serve the world-wide medical industry with premium quality FDA and CE registered fiber optic products at realistic prices. Our focus includes:  

• Surgical Headlight Systems – Powerful, Lightweight Headlights for Major Surgery  
• Xenon and LED Light Sources – Best In Class Performance - Compatible With Industry Standard Equipment  
• Fiber Optic Light Cords – Standard & Custom Light Cables for All Rigid Endoscopy & Microscopy Instrumentation  
• Light Bundles  
• OEM Light Bundles for Flexible Endoscope Manufacturers  
• Ready to Ship Replacement Illumination Bundles for Flexible Endoscopy Repair  
• Photonics Division – Fiber Patch Cables, Bifurcated Assemblies, Reflection Probes, & Custom Assemblies for Spectroscopy, Biotech, & Analytical Instrumentation. Deep UV Specialists  

Gulf Fiberoptics is an OEM solutions provider of various components to the medical industry. We are ISO 9001, ISO 13485 certified and FDA registered ensuring high standards, consistency, and quality.
Integrity Life Sciences delivers a multitude of orthotic treatment options to address chronic low back and neck pain. Our advanced solution begins with the Integrity Spinal Care System (ISCS). Our ISCS non-surgical spinal decompression therapy systems are engineered to provide pain relief for compressive and degenerative conditions of the spine. In addition, Integrity Life Sciences has been exclusively granted the use of all of the technology, products, US Patent and Trademark Office’s assignments, logos and other forms of intellectual property that were created by Axiom Worldwide, Inc. The agreement specifically includes the flagship product DRX9000, and its family of products.
Marina Medical Instruments, Inc.  

955 Shotgun Road  
Sunrise, Florida 33326  USA  

Phone:  +1 (954) 924-4418  

Contact:  Jeff Schiller,  
Director of Sales & Marketing  

Email:  jeff@marinamedical.com  

www.marinamedical.com  

Product/Service  
Marina Medical Instruments designs, manufactures, and distributes medical devices for the plastic, aesthetic, reconstructive, and regenerative medicine fields of surgery as well as ENT, gynecology, uro-gynecology and pelvic reconstructive surgery. Our innovative product line includes Koume cannulas and lipoplasty accessories. Se habla espanol. Falamos português.
Mercury Medical

11300 49th Street North
Clearwater, Florida 33762 USA

Phone: +1 (800) 237-6418
Fax: +1 (727) 571-3922
Contact: Ivette Compton
Email: Icompton@mercurymed.net

www.mercurymed.com

Product/Service
Mercury Medical® is recognized as a leader in providing the highest quality of neonatal, respiratory, anesthesia and critical care devices.

The Face-Cradle® is the “ONLY” Fully Adjustable Prone Support System intended for surgical procedures that require the patient to be in the prone position.

An industry first, Neo-Tee™ the “ONLY”, Single-Use Disposable Infant T-Piece Resuscitator on the market to offer a built-in manometer “on the Tee” for convenient, in-line viewing of delivered pressure to an infant/patient. Resusa-Tee™ is the newest “ONLY” disposable adult/pediatric T-piece resuscitator w/built-in manometer provided more consistent (PIP) and (PEEP) than alternative methods.

Adding the Neo-Tee complements Mercury’s product line with the new infant size air-Q® SP (Self Pressurizing), the “ONLY” Disposable Masked Laryngeal Airway and the Neo-StatCO2®, the “ONLY” Disposable Color-Coded CO2 Detector available for babies below 1 kg. The Lite Saver™ is the “ONLY” Disposable Color-Coded manometer with integrated timing light.

Flow-Safe® II is the “ONLY” Disposable CPAP system that uses 50% less oxygen consumption while delivering high FiO2 using standard flowmeters.
Sunoptic Technologies

6018 Bowdendale Avenue
Jacksonville, Florida 32216  USA

Phone:  +1 (904) 737-7611
Fax:  +1 (904) 733-4832

Contact:  Leah Crafts
Email:  leah.crafts@sunoptictech.com

www.sunoptictech.com

Product/Service
Sunoptic Technologies™ offers two lines of branded surgical products as well as private label opportunities together with design, customization and certification services.

Products include: Xenon light sources, LED light sources, surgical headlights, fiberoptic and battery operated LED headlights, HD headlight cameras, video recording devices and fiberoptic cables.

Sunoptic Technologies™ delivers outstanding market-oriented products combining high quality with exclusive distribution and world wide support.
US DEFIB is a manufacturer of high-quality medical devices at a very competitive price. The company always focuses on developing the highest technology to compete with their competitors all over the world. US DEFIB also maintains a stock of products, providing the best service for its clients. Our major product lines for export are defibrillators and AED’s. US DEFIB’s equipment is well known for its quality and ease of use.

US DEFIB manufactures two kinds of Defibrillators: The Biphasic Defibrillator Monitor and The Automated External Defibrillator. These simple-to-use units are designed to analyze the heart rhythm itself, and then advise the user whether a shock is required. They are designed to be used by lay persons, who require little training to operate them correctly. They are usually limited in their interventions to delivering high joule shocks for VF (ventricular fibrillation) and VT (ventricular tachycardia) rhythms, making them generally of limited use to health professionals, who could diagnose and treat a wider range of problems with a manual or semi-automatic unit.
Gaumard® Scientific
14700 SW 136 Street
Miami, Florida 33196  USA
Phone:  +1 (305) 971-3790
Fax:  +1 (305) 667-6085
Email:  sales@gaumard.com
Contact:  Peter Eggert, Senior Vice President
Email:  peter@gaumard.com

www.gaumard.com

Product/Service
Gaumard® provides innovative simulators for emergency care, nursing, OB/GYN, and surgery worldwide as part of our global commitment to healthcare educators. Our journey began in 1946 with the introduction of a synthetic human skeleton followed by a child birthing simulator in 1949.

Sixty years later Gaumard offers hundreds of simulators including a growing family of advanced tetherless simulators which eliminate the need for bulky compressors, external communications modules, wires, and hoses. Each simulator is supplied with a tablet PC with communications up to 300 meters and software that is actually easy to use.

Our proven tetherless technology powers the next generation of simulators and allows care givers the opportunity to treat simulators like real people in any teaching environment.

See Victoria®, TORY™, HAL®, NOELLE®, Susie®, as well as our pediatric, newborn and preemie simulators. The journey that began in 1946 continues and we welcome new and challenging requests. Your simulation center deserves the very best.
Infinium Medical, Inc.  
Hall 16  
Stand C05

12151 62nd St. N #5  
Largo, Florida 33773  USA

Phone:  +1 (727) 531-8434  
Fax:  +1 (727) 531-8436

Contact:  Aydin Bilgutay,  
International Sales Manager

Email:  ab@infiniummedical.com

www.infiniummedical.com

Product/Service

Infinium® specializes in patient monitoring design and manufacturing. Parameters range from ECG, SPO2, Temp, and NIBP to advanced Anesthetic Gas Monitoring, Cardiac Output, and BIS. Additionally, Infinium is a developer for anesthesia machines, surgical tables, and LED surgical lights.

Our latest device named CLEO is a low cost ETCO2 monitor that can also perform SPO2 & NIBP monitoring. The CLEO utilizes many forms of data sharing to integrate with the many types of EMR systems in Hospitals and Clinics throughout the world. With a screen size of only 5” and a user friendly operating system, the CLEO is perfect as a continuous bedside monitor or spot check/transport monitor.

FDA approval for CLEO was obtained in early 2015; additional approvals are pending.
Neurovirtual, Inc.  
Hall 16  
Stand D04  

2315 NW 107th Ave. 1M27  
Doral, Florida 33172  USA  

Phone:  +1 (786) 693-8200  
Fax:  +1 (305) 393-8429  

Contact:  Ed Faria, President  
Email:  efaria@neurovirtual.com  

www.neurovirtual.com  

Product/Service  
Neurovirtual / Sleepvirtual is a leading manufacturer of EEG (Electroencephalography) and PSG (Polysomnography) products for the diagnostic of Neurology and Sleep Disorders. Neurovirtual / Sleepvirtual markets and sells its products through a direct sales force in the U.S.A., Mexico, Colombia, Brasil, and through distributors in over 25 other countries. Neurovirtual / Sleepvirtual has special interest in expanding distribution network in Europe, Asia and Middle East. Neurovirtual / Sleepvirtual has all required product safety and certifications: CE Mark, FDA and dozens of regional quality seals.
Statcorp Medical

14476 Duval Place West, Suite 303
Jacksonville, Florida 32218  USA

Phone:  +1 (904) 786-5113
Contact: Scott Pritchard
Email: scott.pritchard@statcorpmedical.com
Direct: +1 (425) 363-5211

www.statcorpmedical.com

Product / Service
Statcorp Medical manufactures and distributes non-invasive blood pressure cuffs and pressure infusors.

Our UltraCheck® and SoftCheck® brands are recognized around the world as a symbol of quality. In addition to wide selection of adult and neonatal BP cuffs, we offer OEM and Private Label services lead by our in-house design team of experienced engineers and operations experts.

Our cuff partners are world leaders in the medical device industry and span across the patient monitoring, ABP and Diagnostic Cardiology and large country consumable manufacturers for their custom needs.

Our Unifusor® brand of pressure infusor is marveled in the industry of infusion therapy and other specialty fields that require high-quality functionality to stand behind for their customer needs. Our diverse portfolio of pressure infusors and BP cuffs is well respected around the world.
BioDerm, Inc.  
Hall 16  
Stand D04

BioDerm, Inc.  
12320 73rd Court North  
Largo, Florida 33773 USA

Phone: +1 (800) 373-7006  
Fax: +1 (888) 920-9370  
Email: CustomerCare@BioDermInc.com

Contact: James Terpstra, National Sales Manager  
Email: jterpstra@bioderminc.com

www.bioderminc.com

Product/Service
Headquartered in Largo, Florida, BioDerm is one of the leading manufacturers of hydrocolloid products for urinary management, infection control and skin protection. The company challenges accepted standards of care by creating products that reduce infection rates, add comfort and reliability, and vastly improve quality of life.

BioDerm manufactures urology, skin interface, and catheter securement products. BioDerm's products are made from the company's proprietary hydrocolloid that is hypoallergenic, latex free, and moves like a second skin. The skin-friendly adhesive helps prevent skin tearing and irritation.

Our product portfolio includes: 1) Men's Liberty™, a male external catheter designed especially for community dwelling men; 2) Safe n’ Dry™, a hydrocolloid external catheter designed for institutional and hospital use; 3) CathGrip®, a universal catheter securement system with soft no-slip grips that secure tubes from 2-47Fr; 4) BioPlus+™, a no-sting barrier prep wipe that improves adhesion by 50%; and lastly, FreeDerm™, a revolutionary adhesive remover that instantly releases hydrocolloids, tapes and other bandages.
Elastomer, Inc.

Hall 16
Stand D04

9594 NW 41st Street, Suite 209
Miami, Florida 33178 USA

Phone: +1 (305) 436-8915
Fax: +1 (305) 436-8956

Contact: Mauricio Quintero,
VP/Commercial Director
Email: Mauricio@elastomerinc.net

Contact: Aamit Lunavat,
Business Development Manager
Email: aamit@elastomerinc.net

www.elastomerinc.net

Product/Service
Elastomer Inc., headquartered in Miami, Florida USA is the largest manufacturer/supplier of Elastic Rubber Tapes, Tourniquets, Emark Bandages, Exercise/Rehab/Fitness Bands, Rubber sheets etc. to the Americas. We are ISO 13485 & 9001 certified as well as FDA registered & approved producing Tourniquets and Emark Bandages in all widths, colors & surfaces, as well as neutral or private label packaging in various put-ups such as cut pieces, roll & banded and/or perforated dispenser reels available to key distributors throughout North & South America, Europe & Asia.
Ivan & Ivan LLC

7950 NW 53RD Street, Suite 337
Doral, Florida 33166 USA

Phone: +1 (305) 507-8793
Fax: +1 (866) 480-9591

Contact: Ivan Fernandez, President
Email: ivan@needlefreesystem.com

www.needlefreesystem.com

Product/Service
Type 4/5/6 PPE (Personal Protection Equipment) Full body, Positive Pressure, HazMat (Hazard Material) suit for protection against biological hazards such as Ebola, SARS, Birdflu, swineflu. Includes a Scott Safety PAPR and Hood that provide better overall protection with 1000 APF (assigned protection factor). PPE positive air pressure keeps body cool and protected to work longer hours to provide better care to more patients, battery last 7-15 hours. HazMat suit will allow health care workers to treat more patients, with better overall protection, with less Duffing risk, with better user comfort, at a lower cost and provide better care.
Kollsut-USA

1763 NE 162nd Street, North Miami Beach, Florida 33162 USA

Phone: +1 (305) 438-6877
Email: info@kollsut.com

Contact: Arkady Teplitsky, Manager

www.kollsut.com

Product/Service
Kollsut® Sutures and Medical disposables are recognized for their quality and durability by medical Institutions in many countries around the world.

Kollsut® Sutures were tested for strength of the thread and needle/suture bond strength. They have been found, by medical device testing labs in the United States, comparable in quality to other leading global brands.

Kollsut® Sutures and disposables are recognized by major regulating organizations such as FDA (Food and Drug Administration) and CE (European Community) and manufactured under ISO (International Standardization Organization) standards.

Our worldwide headquarters is in Miami, Florida, USA.
Medical Safety Innovation, LLC

Hall 16
Stand C01

104 Arbor View Court
Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida 32082  USA

Phone:  +1 (904) 373-0424
Fax:  +1 (904) 212-1260

Contact:  Larry Minix
Email:  Larry.minix@medsafeinnov.com
Direct Phone:  +1 (904) 314-4978

www.medsafeinnov.com

Product/Service

Medical Safety Innovation, LLC approach is focused; to work with healthcare workers and companies to provide safe solutions at affordable cost.

Our core business is to deliver a range of safety needles and other safety medical devices which meet market demand in terms of quality, performance and affordability.

In addition to our Safe-T-Clip™ signature line of safety needles, our Business Development team works closely with the market, identifying needs and sourcing innovative, cost effective safety solutions.
Orthomerica Products, Inc.  Hall 16  
Stand E06

6333 N. Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando, Florida 32810  USA

Phone:  +1 (800) 446-6770, ext. 228  
Fax:  +1 (407) 290-2419  
Email:  custserv@orthomerica.com

Contact:  Mardean Knott, International Sales

www.orthomerica.com

Product/Service
Orthomerica, Inc., one of the leading global providers of orthotic products, develops manufacturers and markets prefabricated, semi-custom and custom orthoses. Since 1989, Orthomerica has provided exceptional customer service, high-quality products and prompt delivery of orthopaedic braces to the orthotics and prosthetics (O&P) profession.
Scar Heal, Inc.  
Hall 16  
Stand D04

13191 Starkey Road, Bldg. 11  
Largo, Florida 33773 USA

Phone: +1 (727) 535-0022  
Fax: +1 (727) 535-0055  
Email: sales@scarheal.com

Contact: Glenn Joyner, CEO

www.scarheal.com

Product/Service  
Scar Heal, Inc., a US manufacturer founded in 1988, utilizes the latest and most innovative technology in our products that are proven to improve the appearance of scars and aged skin. The product portfolio includes six (6) state of the art technologies. Scar Heal is the only company worldwide to offer 6 advanced scar and skin treatment modalities. Scar Heal’s medical products are FDA and CE approved and their cosmetic products are FDA and CE registered.

Scar Management Products:  
• Scar Fx® Silicone Sheeting  
• RejuvaSil® Silicone Scar Gel and Scar Sil® Liquid Silicone  
• Scar Esthetique® Scar Crème

Skin Care Products:  
• Rejuvaskin® Advanced Skin Serum  
• Rejuvaskin® Eye Crème  
• Rejuvaskin® Advanced Stretch Marks Crème

Scar Heal’s goal is to bring high quality effective scar and skin care products to the physician, hospital and pharmacy markets so that the patient and everyday consumer has access to affordable high quality scar and skin care.
Sharn Anesthesia, Inc.  Hall 16
Stand E06

4517 George Road, Suite 200
Tampa, Florida 33634  USA

Phone:  +1 (813) 889-9614
Fax:  +1 (813) 886-2701

Contact:  Levis Cardoso
Email:  lcardoso@sharn.com

www.sharn.com

Product/Service
Sharn Inc. is a provider of specialty products for the anesthesia and sterile processing market with a growing line of MR Conditional devices. Key products include: Crystaline® Temperature Trend indicators - a low-cost, common sense, non-invasive means of monitoring patient temperature trends in the theater or clinic; EyeGard™ patient eye protection, the clean and safe alternative to surgical tape and NEW SharnSelect MR Conditional Laryngoscopes. For Sterile Processing Sharn carries a wide range of instrument care products. The Sharn brand is recognized globally for quality and excellent service. We are seeking specialty dealers in many regions. Visit us at: www.sharn.com
STAT Medical Devices, Inc.  
Hall 16  
Stand E06

2056 N.E. 153rd Street  
North Miami Beach, Florida 33162  USA

Phone:  +1 (305) 945-0011  
Fax:  +1 (305) 949-7370  
Email:  stat@statdevices.com

Contact:  Steven Schraga, President

www.statdevices.com

Product/Service
Stat Medical Devices, Inc.® is an industry leader in design, manufacturing and distribution of medical devices with a special emphasis on lancets, lancing devices, clinical capillary blood sampling products and insulin pen needles. In addition to our product line, we hold 50+ domestic and international patents and have the design, manufacturing, regulatory and fulfillment infrastructure to provide any and all phases of Private Labeling and OEM/ODM (Original Design Manufacturing). Our products are sold worldwide and our staff and manufacturing facilities are committed to the highest standards of quality. We’ve earned and maintain ISO 13485, C.E. (EEC Medical Device Directives) and CMDCA (Health Canada) certifications and our company adheres to the guidelines of the FDA QSR’s (Quality System Regulations).
MediCapture, Inc.
MediCapture Digital Imaging

5397 S.E. Major Way
Stuart, Florida 34997 USA

Phone: +1 (610) 238-0700
Fax: +1 (610) 238-0705
Email: support@medicapture.com
Contact: Richard Lewis

Kraanpoort 10
6041 EG Roermond
The Netherlands

Phone: +31 475 214 305
Fax: +31 475 319 555
Email: sales@medicapture.com
Contact: Ralf Erdweg

www.medicapture.com

Product/Service
MediCapture Inc. has been the industry leader in the design and manufacture of solid state medical video recorders since 2002.

MediCap® medical video recorders save high definition video and images directly to a hard drive, flash drive or directly onto a network.

They work with all types of medical video devices including endoscopes, surgical microscopes, ultrasounds, and more.

MediCapture products are certified for medical use throughout the United States, Europe, Asia, and Latin America.

MediCapture also offers complete medical video recording solutions to OEMs and integrators.

MediCapture – Medical Imaging Made Easy™
Enterprise Florida, Inc.  
Hall 16  
Stand D04 (2nd Level)

800 North Magnolia Avenue, Suite 1100  
Orlando, Florida 32803  USA

Phone:  +1 (407) 956-5600  
Fax:  +1 (407) 956-5599  
Email:  trade@enterpriseflorida.com  
Contact:  Michael Schiffhauer

www.enterpriseflorida.com

Product/Service

Whether your company seeks to connect with manufacturers or develop a presence in the U.S., the state of Florida can help you reach your goals. Enterprise Florida, the lead economic development organization for the state, can help your company through confidential location assistance, trade assistance, and by facilitating the development of key relationships to bring your business to Florida and reach U.S. and Latin American markets.
Four Reasons
Why Florida is Vital to the Life Sciences Industry

INDUSTRY HUBS
Jumpstart your next innovative venture in one of Florida’s thriving life sciences hubs.

Move over, Research Triangle. Florida is home to several growing life sciences hubs, including Lake Nona Medica City, UM Life Science and Technology Park, Florida Hospital Health Village and UF Innovation Hub. With the framework for cutting-edge research and manufacturing already in place, you’ll be up and running in no time.

COMPETITIVE COSTS
Maintaining a healthy bottom line is easy in Florida.

With no personal income tax, pro-business leadership and the #1 tax climate in the Southeast, Florida gives you a competitive edge by keeping costs low. If you’re an entrepreneur looking for backing you’ll appreciate that Florida is regularly ranked among the top-10 states for venture capital investment.

R&D FOCUS
Florida’s world-renowned research institutes place you at the heart of cutting edge medicine.

Florida is home to leading research hospitals and institutes such as Scripps Florida, Sanford-Burnham, Torrey Pines, Draper Laboratory and more. Florida universities are equally dedicated to state-of-the-art research, investing more than $1 billion in life sciences R&D each year.

TALENT
Florida’s exceptional workforce will breathe new life into your organization.

In addition to Florida’s 684,000 healthcare workers, you’ll find another 25,000 industry professionals employed by the 1,100+ biotech, pharma and medical device companies across the state. Regardless of your specialty, you’ll find the talent and expertise your company needs to thrive.
Did you know that Florida is home to the second highest number of exporters in the United States and is the seventh largest export state in the country?

Now, there’s a way to get in touch with those companies. The Florida Export Directory is your free, online source for thousands of Florida suppliers of products and services in over 30 industries—all in one place. You can search by industry category, keyword, geographic markets, or company name. Visit their websites, view company and product brochures, then contact them about products, pricing and more. It’s all within easy reach at FloridaExportDirectory.com.
Enterprise Florida, Inc. (HEADQUARTERS)
Michael Schiffhauer, Vice President
International Trade & Field Operations
800 North Magnolia Avenue, Suite 1100
Orlando, Florida 32803
Phone: +1 407-956-5600
Fax: +1 407-956-5599
www.enterpriseflorida.com

Enterprise Florida France Office
Gavin Cleary, Acting Director
12 Rue de la Chaussée d’Antin
75009 Paris, France
Phone: +33 (0)1 43 87-56 40
Fax: +33 (0)6 45 62-02 87
Email: gavin.cleary@eflorida-europe.com
www.enterpriseflorida.com/france

Enterprise Florida Germany Office
Michael Hass, Director
Alexander Bothmann, Deputy Director
Im Amerika Haus, Karolinenplatz 3
D-80333 München, Germany
Phone: (49-89) 9901-3665
Fax: (49-89) 9901-3667
Email: Alexander.Bothmann@Invest-in-Florida.de
www.enterpriseflorida.com/germany

Enterprise Florida Spain Office
Sergio Reyes, Director
Gonzalo Arance, Deputy Director
Paseo de la Castellana 164, 6ºD
28046 Madrid, Spain
Phone: (34-91) 781-3483
Fax: (34-91) 781-3452
Email: garance@e-finance-institute.com
www.enterpriseflorida.com/spain

Enterprise Florida U.K. Office
Gavin Cleary, Director
Julia Mills, Deputy Director
6th Floor, 36-38 Whitefriars Street
London EC4Y 8BQ
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0) 207-822-0718
Fax: +44 (0) 207-822-1081
Email: gavin.cleary@eflorida-europe.com
Email: julia.mills@eflorida-europe.com
www.enterpriseflorida.com/uk